The Goals are organized in subdomains
or subtopics that fall within the domain.
Goals are statements that describe a general
area or aspect of development that children

Subdomain
defines areas
within each domain
more specifically

make progress on through birth through
age five. The Developmental Indicators
are more specific statements of expectations
for children’s learning and development

that are tied to particular age levels. A Goal
and Developmental Indicator Continuum is
provided for each Goal.

Domain
refers to the broad area of learning or
development that is being addressed

Approaches to Play and Learning (APL)
Curiosity, Information-Seeking, and Eagerness

Goal
provides a broad statement of
what children should know or
be able to do

Goal APL-1: Children show curiosity and express interest in the world around them.
Developmental Indicators
Infants

Younger Toddlers

ÝÛ Show interest in
ÝÛImitate what others are
others (smile or gaze at
doing. APL-1d
caregiver, make sounds
ÝÛShow curiosity about
or move body when other
their surroundings
person is near). APL-1a
(with pointing, facial
ÝÛShow interest in
expressions, words).
themselves (watch own
APL-1e
hands, play with own
ÝÛShow pleasure when
feet). APL-1b
exploring and making
ÝÛReact to new sights,
sounds, tastes, smells,
and touches (stick out
tongue at first solid food,
turn head quickly when
door slams).
APL-1c

Older Toddlers

ÝÛDiscover things that
interest and amaze
them, and seek to
share them with
others. APL-1g

➡

ÝÛShow pleasure in new
skills and in what they
have done. APL-1h

ÝÛWatch what others are
things happen (clap, smile,
doing and often try to
repeat action again and
participate. APL-1i
again). APL-1f

Older Preschoolers

➡

ÝÛDiscover things that
interest and amaze them,
and seek to share them
with others. APL-1m

ÝÛCommunicate interest
to others through verbal
and nonverbal means
(take teacher to the
science center to see a
new animal). APL-1k

ÝÛCommunicate interest to
others through verbal and
nonverbal means (take
teacher to the science
center to see a new
animal). APL-1n

ÝÛShow interest in a growing
range of topics, ideas,
and tasks. APL-1l

ÝÛShow interest in
a growing range of
topics, ideas, and tasks.
APL-1o

➡
➡

ÝÛDemonstrate interest in
mastering new skills (e.g.,
writing name, riding a bike,
dance moves, building
skills). APL-1p

Developmental Indicator
provides more specific information
about what children should know or be
able to do at

4

Younger Preschoolers

ÝÛDiscover things that
interest and amaze
them, and seek to share
them with others. APL-1j
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Goal and Developmental
Indicator Continuum
is the chart that shows the Goal
and corresponding Developmental
Indicators for each age level

